Background: Antibiotic Stewardship Programs (ASP) have been effective at regulating antibiotic use at the institutional level. However, patterns of antibiotic use vary widely among clinical services, potentially affecting the effectiveness of ASP. We sought to compare the impact of an ASP initiative among different departments in our hospital.
Methods & Materials: An ASP initiative was implemented at the TelAviv Medical Centerin 06/2012. Weekly ASP rounds were performed at Internal Medicine (5 departments), Surgery and Neurosurgery services. ASP rounds followed a uniform format in all departments. The ASP team consisted of a hospital administrator, infectious disease specialist and clinical pharmacist. We prospectively recorded the outcome of each ASP encounter, defined as review of patient antibiotic treatment by the ASP team. Encounter outcomes were categorized as "no change", "de-escalation" or "escalation" in antibiotic treatment. We compared the proportion of encounter outcomes among the different departments.
Results: 2457 ASP encounters and 2542 outcomes were reviewed. Overall, the ASP team recommended no change in antibiotic treatment in 1507 encounters (59%), de-escalation in 818 (32%), and escalation in 217 (9%). A similar pattern of outcomes was seen in Internal Medicine (1557 encounters; no change 60%, deescalation 33%, escalation 7%), Surgery (560 encounters, no change 59%, de-escalation 29%, escalation 12%) and Neurosurgery (340 encounters, no change 60%, de-escalation 31%, escalation 9%). ASP was associated with a mean reduction in antibiotic DDD of 14%, a reduction in antibiotic cost of 10%, and no significant change in crude mortality rate. There was no statistically significant difference in impact on antibiotic consumption and costs among the different departments.
Conclusion: In this single-institution experience, implementation of an ASP initiative was associated with antibiotic de-escalation in a third of encounters leading to an overall reduction in antibiotic use and costs. ASP was similarly effective in different clinical services with divergent characteristics. http://dx.doi.org/10. 1016/j.ijid.2014.03.858 
